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PROFESSIONAL Scrum master I
“Leading The team to Success: One Sprint at a Time”

In an evolving world of unpredictable project and ever-changing client expectations, transparency and agility
will be your keys to unlocking your team’s true potential to meet these demands. At the heart of every Scrum
team lives the Scrum Master and with the right set of skills and competencies, the Professional Scrum Master
can wield these keys efficiently and lead the team to project success effectively.
The 2-day training will help you become the Professional Scrum Master that you need to be in order to be
the servant leader that your team requires. You will learn the beginnings of Scrum and why it has come to
fruition, learn how to leverage Scrum against the traditional Waterfall method, implement Scrum at a flexible yet
enterprise level, remove team impediments via conflict resolution, how to manage the team and synchronizing
team delegation with the product backlog, facilitate daily scrum meets, oversee the scrum workflow and foster
team dynamics and motivation to ultimately arrive at the project goal one sprint at a time.

Learning Objectives

2 DAYS
MAKATI CITY

Benefits

At the end of the program, participants are expected to:
• Understand the Scrum Framework at a holistic level, and
implement practical, project-proven practices.
• Learn how to scale Scrum from small to large and multi capacity
projects.
• Promote culture of Scrum in the organization and facilitate key
Scrum Meets for teams.
• Clearly define the roles and responsibilities of a Professional
Scrum Master
• Master, facilitate and ensure the team’s compliance to the
different Scrum Events

•
•
•
•

Attain better product quality and higher customer satisfaction
through frequent updates on customer requirements
Develop high team spirit and engagement through team
involvement.
Deliver the highest business value by applying a flexible
working strategy through an effective team structure backed
by Agile processes.
Minimize defects and increase response rate to defects
through Sprint Planning, Review and Retrospect.

Target Audience
●● Product Owner
●● Team Member
●● Scrum Master
●● Software Team Members
●● Product Managers and Analysts
●● Project Managers
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●● Team Leads
●● Architects
●● Developers
●● Testers
●● CIOs and CTOs

Key Clients
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Agenda

- Daily Scrum
- Sprint Review
- Sprint Retrospective

I. The Scrum Framework
- Birth of Scrum
- Purpose of Scrum
- Definition of Scrum

V. Scrum Artifacts
- Product Backlog
- Monitoring Progress Towards a Goal
- Sprint Backlog
- Monitoring Sprint Progress
- Increment
- Artifact Transparency
- Definition of “done”

II. Scrum Theory and Principles
- Transparency
- Inspection
- Adaptation
- Scrum Values
III. Scrum Team and Roles
- The Product Owner
- The Development Team
- The Scrum Master

VI. The Scrum Master
- Scrum Master as Facilitator
- Scrum Master as Servant Leader
- Coaching and Facilitation

IV. Scrum Events
- The Sprint
- Sprint Planning
- Sprint Goal

VII. Scrum Adoption and Scaling Scrum

Examination

Prerequisites
●● There are no pre-course requirements to attend
the course.
●● Working background in SCRUM is an advantage
but not mandatory

●● 80 Questions
●● 1-hour Computer Based Testing
●● 85% Passing Score

Trainer’s Profile
Venkatesh Rajamani is an experienced Enterprise Agile Coach & Trainer helping organizations to exploit
the fundamentals of Agility to leave behind conventional style of working and enable continuous delivery
of the greatest value of all. He has guided many large enterprises through ‘Agile transformations’ and
helped them on their journey to continuous improvement in their product development capability.
Venkatesh is comfortable operating at all levels of the organisation, have helped both enterprise and
Multi-Team/Program level to Improve Agility. Venkatesh is well placed to build internal capabilities
in an organisation; be it developing Agile Coaches, Scrum Masters, Product Owners, Developers
or working with Leaders to help leaders make the changes necessary to enable true, large-scale
business agility.
Venkatesh is a Certified Team Coach® from Scrum Alliance - second person in India to hold this
Credentials, Professional Scrum Trainer ® from Scrum.org, Scaled Professional Scrum and ICagile
Agile Certified Coach®.
Venkatesh worked with variety of Clients including RBS, Ericsson,HID Global, PayPal.
www.apexgloballearning.com
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Materials

TRAINING MANUAL

SOFT COPY DOWNLOAD

CERTIFICATE

Training Highlights
Expert Facilitator
The program is facilitated by one of our leading consultants with years of experience in consulting and training in various industries,
thus, giving the participants the advantage to tap on his extensive experience to solve practical problems in their current environment.
Up-to-date Information
Provides the latest updates on best practices from industries across the globe with case studies and practical information
acquired from the training and resources of our trainer.
Training Package
We provide high quality and well-researched training materials to make learning a meaningful experience for the participants.
The training aids we provide to our participants are used as a quick reference resource for future use.

About APEX Global
APEX Global (The Academy for Professional excellence) is the learning solutions arm of ECCI—the leading
process improvement solutions provider in Southeast Asia. Our sole aim is to promote performance excellence
among professionals. We help our customers achieve greater success through effective, experiential and resultsoriented training delivery. Our professional development solutions cover Trainings and Conferences, Managed
Services and Learning on Demand. We organize public trainings and in-house workshops tailored for specific
organizations. We help companies manage their non-core yet critical training function through end-to-end training
management - starting from planning and needs analysis to program evaluation and records management. The
Learning on Demand products we offer provide convenient and innovative ways for learning.
Applying the experience of training over 100,000 professionals in the last decade, a strong pool of expert trainers
and facilitators with expertise in a niche array of domains and a strong regional presence, we provide an extensive
portfolio of high-quality industry specific and functional programs coupled with high quality training materials to
deliver our ultimate “promise”—the R.E.A.L. learning experience.

About ECCI
ECCI is the leading process improvement solutions provider in Southeast Asia, focused on process
consulting, automation solutions and learning outsourcing services. We help companies achieve
performance excellence by assisting them implement management systems and international
standards/best practices across multiple domains and industries.
Our partnerships with best-in-class technology companies help drive sustained excellence for our
customers. As a solutions provider with instructional design capability and subject matter expertise
in niche areas, we help organizations implement learning strategies and design learning content for
improved performance
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